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Abstract

For non-isothermal ionic mass transport-controlled electrochemical reactions on vertical parallel plate electrodes under steady

state natural convection, the dimensionless correlation Sh�/0.9 (ScGr*)1/4, Sh , Sc and Gr* being Sherwood, Schmidt and Grashof

number, respectively, earlier proposed (Electrochim. Acta 13 (1968) 1657; 14 (1969) 741), was extended covering almost two decades

of (ScGr*)1/4. Data from different test reactions in the range �/105/DT ?5/15 8C, utilising cells of similar geometry and cathode

height in the range 0.0255/X 5/1 cm were considered. Using the above correlation as reference, other dimensionless correlations

later derived, considering data from the same test reactions and using electrochemical cells of approximately the same design, were

critically reviewed. The validity range of these correlations covered a smaller range of (ScGr*)1/4 than the reference correlation, and

their differences were explained in terms of cell designs and operating conditions.

# 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mass transport processes are often accompanied by

heat transfer [1]. In natural convection these two

processes have a definite and predictable influence on

each other so they have been considered simultaneously.

Non-isothermal natural convection affects the buoyancy

force and the law of conservation of dissolved species.

Buoyancy forces may approximately be represented as

the sum of a contribution to the density change of the

solution due to specific local changes in the solution

concentration produced by reactions, and another one

resulting from temperature gradients in the system.

Earlier numerical solutions of basic equations for

simultaneous heat and mass transfer under natural

convection at a vertical plate have been obtained from

the vaporisation of spray droplets to performance of

packed catalytic reactors [2] and for laminar free

convection at a vertical plate immersed in a liquid phase

[3].

In electrochemical processes, particularly under free

convection, non-isothermal situations arise from the

Joule effect that may be either useful for self-heating, as

occurs, for instance, in molten salt electrolysis, or

deleterious in some electrochemical energy conversion

devices [4�/12]. In contrast to other variables that are

programmed or measured in electrochemical reactions,

such as potential, current, and hydrodynamic condi-

tions, temperature as a driving force variable is seldom

considered. In these cases, different either single or

periodical temperature perturbation procedures and

various cell designs have been utilised [13�/22]. In any

case, local temperature changes are relevant for both

equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of the

system. It should be noted that the temperature depen-

dence of electrode potentials and electrochemical reac-

tion rates arise from different major contributions, such
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as the entropy changes reflected by the thermal coeffi-

cients of standard potentials, surface potential and

concentration distribution associated with double layer

effects, activation energy of charge transfer processes,
and mass transport and conductivity [15].

The convective-diffusion equations for a vertical plate

working electrode under stationary non-isothermal

conditions were solved considering working electrode

temperatures above and below the mean temperature of

the solution [23�/26]. The momentum, mass, and heat

transfer equations were solved assuming that the

streaming function is the algebraic sum of the streaming
functions corresponding to concentration and tempera-

ture gradients. In this case, the Soret effect [27�/29], as

well as the influence of the advancing front on free

convection that would appear for metal electrodeposi-

tion [30,31], were neglected. Then, the following expres-

sion for the average limiting current density (�jL�) was

obtained [23],
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n being the cinematic viscosity of the solution, Di and c0

the diffusion coefficient and concentration of the react-

ing species (i) in the bulk of the solution, respectively, g

the gravity constant, and X the height of the working

electrode. The expressions of Schmidt and Prandlt

numbers are Sc�/n /Di and Pr�/nr0Cp/k , respectively,

Cp being the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,
r0 and k the density and thermal conductivity of the

solution, respectively, DT ?�/T0�/Tc, T0 the average

temperature between the anode and the cathode, and

Tc the temperature of the working electrode. Eq. (1) was

expressed as the dimensionless correlation
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The validity of Eq. (4) was first determined using

electrochemical data from copper electrodeposition on

copper under convection-diffusion control using aqu-

eous copper sulphate�/sulphuric acid solutions for both

positive and negative temperature differences between

the cathode and the anode (DT ) [24]. The theory

predicts that for a certain critical temperature gradient,
convective effects resulting from the density gradients at

the reaction interface due to local concentration changes

and temperature gradients are counterbalanced. Experi-

ments showed that around this critical temperature no

steady cathodic current could be obtained as a result of

the above-mentioned compensation effect. More re-

cently, the validity of Eq. (4) has been proved by

classical impedance and thermo-electrochemical transfer
functions [32].

Simultaneously with the appearance of Eq. (4), the

correlation

Sh�(0:6390:05)(ScGr�)0:24390:07 (5)

has been reported [33]. This correlation was also

obtained from the analysis of copper electrodeposition

data using a vertical plate electrode and a cell design in

which the temperature on the working electrode surface

was different from that at the inert part of the vertical

wall, both lying on the same plane. This design

introduces a relaxation length for the hydrodynamic

boundary layer. As discussed further on, these facts can
explain the somewhat distinct behaviour of correlations

(4) and (5).

Another resolution of the non-isothermal convective

diffusion differential equation for an electrochemical cell

with parallel plate electrodes has been proposed [34,35].

In this case, the result has been obtained using the

orthogonal collocation method, which led to the follow-

ing dimensionless correlation,
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Grm and Grt being the Grashof numbers related to

density changes produced by concentration changes

from the electrochemical reaction and by the tempera-

ture gradient in the cell, respectively.
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In Eq. (6), the term in braces can be considered as a

correction factor, G (Sc , Gr , Pr), that depends on the

three dimensionless numbers. Then, the form of Eq. (6)

reduces to

Sh�0:33(Sc Gr)1=4G(Sc; Gr; Pr) (8a)

Eq. (6) has been tested using electrochemical data
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from the aqueous potassium ferro/ferricyanide redox

reaction in the presence of an excess of potassium

hydroxide. A concentric cylindrical cell design consisting

of the inner wall of the outer cylinder as the working
electrode and the outer wall of the inner cylinder as the

counter electrode, has been utilised. The agreement

between theory and experimental data has been esti-

mated as 2% [35].

More recently, the influence of heating on the mass

transport limiting current has also been considered for

stationary disc electrodes of different diameters. As in

previous cases, under non-isothermal conditions, mass
transfer involves again a thermal convective contribu-

tion that is proportional to DT . The current ratio

between non-isothermal and isothermal processes is

given by

jDT

jDT�0

�
�

1�
�
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Pr

�1=4�bDT

ac0

�3=4�1=3

(9)

Eq. (9) was tested using electrochemical data from the
equimolar aqueous ferro/ferricyanide redox system in an

excess of potassium chloride [36]. It holds true for

electrodes of relatively large size and, according to the

authors, when the radius of the electrode is decreased

diffusion turns into three-dimensional hemispherical

diffusion, i.e. for sufficiently small radii, the situation

of a microelectrode is approached [37]. Accordingly, a

steady diffusion current is observed in the absence of
natural convection.

Non-isothermal convection on a heated disc electrode

has also been investigated utilising data for copper

electrodeposition from aqueous copper sulphate�/sul-

phuric acid solution [38] and the experimental results

have been expressed by empirical correlations valid

within two ranges of values for the product Sc �/Gr . On

the other hand, a number of approximate solutions for
non-isothermal mass transport of importance for tech-

nical electrochemical reactors of different both geometry

and flow conditions have been reported [39]. However,

these approaches are beyond the scope of our work and

are not considered in this paper.

The main objective of this work is to extent the

validity of correlation (4) over a range of electrode

heights covering from tenths of a mm, as has been used
in cells for the electrochemical growth of quasi-bidimen-

sional metal patterns [40,41], to cm. The extended range

of Eq. (4) offers the possibility of revisiting correlations

earlier reported, and discussing their validity range

considering the assumptions made for their derivation

and the design of experiments for testing them. For

these purposes, the operating conditions and various

electrochemical systems, cell and electrode dimensions,
including the influence of the distance between the

leading edges for diffusion and hydrodynamic flow on

the limiting current, are critically considered.

2. Experimental

To study the influence of the working electrode height

on the ionic mass transfer rate, electrochemical cells
consisting of a vertical parallel plate cathode and anode

made from either a silver sheet (Goodfellow, England,

99.999% purity) or nickel (99.99%) were utilised. The

main test reaction was the electrodeposition of silver on

silver from aqueous 0.024 M silver sulphate�/x M

sulphuric acid (0.55/x 5/2.0) that was prepared from

analytical reagent quality chemicals and Milli-Q* water.

Occasionally, to get rid of a possible interference of the
growing metal front in the case of silver electrodeposi-

tion, runs involving the ionic mass transfer controlled

ferro/ferricyanide electrochemical redox reactions on

nickel electrodes with the same cell design were made.

In this case, aqueous 0.05 equimolar potassium ferro/

ferricyanide in 2 M sodium hydroxide was employed as

the electrolyte solution. In all cases, freshly prepared

working solutions were stored under nitrogen satura-
tion. Sulphuric acid in the former case and sodium

hydroxide in the latter were utilised as supporting

electrolytes.

One set of cells (Fig. 1a and b) consisted of two

horizontal glass plates separated by X�/0.025 cm equal

to the electrode height, and cathode and anode width

Wc�/1.5 and Wa�/2.5 cm, respectively, separated by

L�/2.3 cm. To avoid border effects at the cathode, a
mask made of 0.025 cm thick Teflon foil was symme-

trically placed on both sides of the cathode to ensure a

homogeneous primary current distribution on the cath-

ode at the initiation of each run. This mask limited the

effective cathode area to 0.037 cm2, in contrast to 0.062

cm2 area of the anode. The cathode and the anode were

heated independently using a set of six 100 V�/0.25 W

resistors in a parallel arrangement. Each set of resistors
was allocated on the upper face of a copper block (2.5

cm wide�/2 cm high�/1 cm long) and fed from an

adjustable constant current source. LM 35 National

sensors were placed in contact with the electrodes

through appropriate holes made in the copper blocks.

The temperature at each electrode/solution interface was

determined very close to the electrode surface utilising

YSI thermistors (Fig. 1a). Signals from thermistors were
read with a Keithley multimeter model 173. As a first

approach, the working temperature of each electrode

was approximated by adjusting the current of each set of

resistors. Then, the fine temperature adjustment and

monitoring were made sensing the system with the YSI

thermistors. Electrochemical runs were initiated after a

thermal steady state was reached.

Another set of rectangular cells (Fig. 1c and d) was
made of Lucite† using silver metal foil electrodes of

height X�/0.15, 0.30 and 1 cm. The dimensions of the

cathode and anode were Wc�/Wa�/1.5 cm and L�/2.3

cm. The isolated counterface of each electrode was one
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wall of each rectangular box-shaped waterjacket (I and

II). The temperature of the flowing water was controlled

to 9/0.1 8C with a Lauda thermostat. Prior to each run,

conventional cleaning procedures for the electrodes and

the rest of the cell were used.

Both types of cell were operated in an 8 m3 room

thermally isolated from the laboratory environment. In

this room the temperature fluctuation was 9/0.5 8C
making the fine temperature control of the cell easier.

A Radiometer Voltalab potentiostat was utilised for

electrochemical measurements. For runs made with the

first set of cells, the cathode-to-anode potential was

DE�/�/0.45 V, and for the second one it was DE�/�/

0.40 V. As concluded from polarisation curves, both

values of DE were in the range where the cathodic

reaction was under ionic mass transfer control. The

evolution of the cathodic current (Ic) and charge (Qc)

were followed over the entire range of electrodeposition

time (t ), although relevant data were obtained only in

the range of time in which no appreciable influence of

the electrodeposit roughness on the electrode area was

noticed. For silver electrodeposition the anode, where

silver electrodissolution proceeded, could be used as

reference electrode. This was checked using as reference

a silver wire electrode immersed in the working solution

and placed in a separate compartment contacting the

Fig. 1. Schemes of the electrochemical cells. (a) Top view of the cathode�/anode arrangement at the quasi-bidimensional cell. Cartesian coordinates

are indicated. (b) Perspective view of the electrodes and related geometrical parameters. (c) Top view of the the three-dimensional cell. (d) Cross

section of the three-dimensional cell. I and II indicate the cathode and anode waterjacket for thermostatting.
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solution in the cell through a capillary tip that was

located at different distances from the cathode.

Experiments were made by adjusting the temperature

of the cathode (Tc) in the range 155/Tc5/409/0.05 8C,
and the anode temperature (Ta) was adjusted so that the

values of DT ? were in the range �/105/DT ?5/20 8C.

For the first type of cells, sequential photographs of

growing silver electrodeposit profiles were taken using a

stereoscopic microscope (Stemi 200 Zeiss) connected to

a camera (Hitachi 220), coupled to a video screen and a

computer equipped with a frame grabber and an image

analyser (Contron Electronics KS300). From these
images the evolution of the root mean square roughness

(Rrms) of the growing front could be determined to

establish the reliable ranges of t and Qc for readings of

IL that could be referred to the initial geometric area of

the working electrode with a minimum influence of

roughness.

3. Results

3.1. Data from cells of variable height

3.1.1. Evaluation of the effective area of the cathode

Let us first estimate the range of time in which the

influence of the electrode roughness on the cathodic

limiting current remains lower than the experimental

errors so that it can be disregarded. The electrodeposi-
tion of silver on polycrystalline silver is one of the fastest

electrochemical reactions, as concluded from the corre-

sponding exchange current density, j0$/249/5 A cm�2

[42,43]. Accordingly, under our operating conditions,

the quasi-steady kinetics of this reaction is under ionic

mass transfer control. However, due to the increase in

the roughness of the deposit [44], the range of t in which

IL might be referred to the initial surface area of the
cathode should be determined. For this evaluation we

used data from both the cathodic current transients and

the sequential imaging of the silver growing front.

For X ]/0.3 cm, potentiostatic current transients (Fig.

2a) show that Ic decays in the range 05/t 5/20 s,

approaching a Ic versus t�1/2 [45] relationship only for

t B/5 s [46]. Subsequently, Ic reaches a minimum value,

and later rises again up to a maximum value as natural
convection sets in. The time at which the maximum

current appears tends to be either lower or higher than

for DT ?�/0, and it depends on whether DT ? is negative

or positive. This behaviour agrees with the dependence

of IL on DT ? predicted by the theory of Eq. (4) that is

referred to further on. Finally, a quasi-stationary

cathodic current is attained. The same description also

applies to data from experiments utilising cells with X $/

0.025 cm, although in these cases, as seen from the Ic

versus t plots (Fig. 2b), after the initial decay the current

response becomes noisy. Thus, for the range 1505/t 5/

300 s, Ic remains rather constant and for t �/300 s the

increase in Ic is associated with a transition in the

growth mode of the deposit and its increase in roughness

[46].
The ratio Qc/Ic versus t relationship expected from

potentiostatic data (Fig. 3) depends on the mass

transport contributions to the rate process and on

whether the apparent cathode surface remains constant

along the process. Thus, for pure diffusion, i.e. jc
depends linearly on t�1/2, and the cathode surface is

constant, the slope of the Qc/Ic versus t plot is 2. On the

other hand, for stationary free convection, i.e. jc is
constant, the slope of that plot is either 0.5 when the

cathode area increases linearly with t or 1 when the

apparent electrode surface is constant. The situation,

however, becomes more complicated when the electrode

area becomes a complex function of t . Experimental

results for both ferricyanide ion electroreduction from

equimolar 0.05 M aqueous potassium ferro/ferricyanide

in 2 M sodium hydroxide for X�/0.1 cm, and silver
electrodeposition for X�/0.025 cm (Fig. 3) show that

pure diffusion is only approached for t B/5 s. For longer

times, data from ferricyanide ion electroreduction

behave rather close to the predictions of pure diffusion,

whereas for silver electrodeposition, in the range 55/t 5/

500 s a slope closer to that predicted for steady free

convective diffusion is observed. The difference in the

behaviour of both reactions is consistent with the fact
that the density change in the solution used for silver

electrodeposition is much greater than that produced in

the solution utilised for ferricyanide ion electro-reduc-

tion.

On the other hand, the sequential imaging of the silver

growing front provides information about the evolution

of roughness (Rrms). Values of Rrms were calculated from

the equation [47]

Rrms�
�

1

N

��X
i

(hy;i��hy�)2

�1=2

(10)

hy ,i and �hy� being the maximum and average length of
protrusion i (in the y -direction), respectively, N being

the total number of protrusions, and i�/1, 2, . . . N .

Accordingly, the plot of Rrms versus t (Fig. 4) shows that

the value of Rrms increases with t , but for the range 705/

t 5/350 s the value of Rrms remains approximately

constant. Therefore, from the preceding results we can

conclude that for t B/350 s, the influence of roughness

on IL becomes sufficiently small allowing us to express
jL�/IL/A for both isothermal and non-isothermal runs,

A being the initial area of the cathode.

3.1.2. Assessment of possible interferences

3.1.2.1. Cathode-to-anode distance. Another variable

that should be critically considered is the minimum
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cathode�/anode distance (L ) to assure that its value is at

least twice the distance of the boundary layer at the

cathode and anode in order to avoid their mutual
interference. In this case, as the largest boundary layer

thickness is related to heat transfer, the largest value of

dT is estimated under the most unfavourable conditions

using the dimensionless variable L [24].

L�
�

gb

4n2X

�1=4

y (11)

considering y�/dT and L�/L0, i.e. when the value of the

streaming function tends to zero [25].
For both types of cells the thermal and diffusion

boundary layers start at the same point (Fig. 1), there-

fore, X is taken as the total height of the electrode. Data

were calculated at different values of X taking L0�/

0.810 and n�/9.500�/10�3 cm2 s�1 (Table 1). The

dependence of dT on X is given by dT�/0.168 X1/4.
Consequently, the dimensions of both types of cells are

adequate for our experiments.

3.1.2.2. The Stefan effect.

For both isothermal and non-isothermal conditions,

the formation of a solid electro-deposit would imply

that the advance of the growing front into the solution

side brings forth a contribution to mass transfer

processes. This complicated problem, known as the
Stefan problem, might be relevant for our moving

interface [29�/31,48]. Accordingly, for a realistic appre-

ciation of how large the magnitude of this effect could

Fig. 2. (a) Potentiostatic current transients for silver electrodeposition from 0.024 M silver sulphate�/0.5 M sulphuric acid run with the three-

dimensional cell for DE�/�/0.40 V; (I) Ta�/Tc�/27; (II) Ta�/22.5 and Tc�/27; (III) Ta�/35 and Tc�/27 8C. The initial current approaches the Ic

vs. t�1/2 relationship. Current maxima are related to the contribution of free convection. For non-isothermal runs current maxima are either greater

or smaller than that from the isothermal one depending on whether DT is negative or positive. (b) Potentiostatic current transients for silver

electrodeposition from 0.024 M silver sulphate�/0.5 M sulphuric acid run with the three-dimensional cell for DE�/�/0.45 V. The initial current decay

is comparable to that described in (a). The influence of free convection appears in the range 55/t 5/300 s. For t �/300 s, the current increase is related

to a transition in the growth mode and the increasing roughness of the electrodeposit [44].
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be, the displacement velocity in the y-direction of the

front of silver electro-deposit at different values of x ,

and the displacement velocity of inert suspended parti-

cles in the solution during the electrochemical process
were determined.

The local velocity of the growth front (vgf) in the

range 05/x 5/X�/1 cm was determined using the

electrochemical cell with X�/1 cm, and the average

fluid velocity (vflow) in the x - and y -direction was

evaluated from the displacement of suspended inert

particles in the solution after t �/50 s [49]. From these

data one obtains vflow�/140 mm s�1, a figure which is of
the same order of magnitude as the maximum value

Vx �/200 mm s�1 calculated from the Navier�/Stokes

equation [23,46], and vgf�/32 mm s�1 for the local

cathode x 0/0; vgf�/21 mm s�1 for x $/0.5 cm and vgf�/

7.2 mm s�1 for x $/X�/1 cm. Conversely, using the

electrochemical cell with X�/0.025 cm, vgf�/8 mm s�1,

and the maximum calculated value results in Vx �/33

mm s�1. These figures are comparable to those that have
been measured for a similar cell [50]. Likewise, data

indicate that the influence of the advancing front on

mass transfer depends inversely on the cathode height.

On the other hand, for X�/0.025 cm the maximum

influence of the advancing front velocity on free

convection turns out to be about 24%. Then, the velocity

of the moving front contributes to increase the value of

Sh , particularly for small values of X , as will be
described in Section 3.1.3.

Soret effect due to a temperature gradient is quite

small [28], and therefore, it was disregarded.

3.1.3. Data processing according to Eq. (4)

For data processing the properties of the bulk of the

solution at T0 and at the cathode surface at Tc were

considered. Thus, Sc was calculated at Tc, whereas Pr

was evaluated at T0. This procedure may not be strictly
correct as far as the true average temperature and

properties of solutions are concerned, but affords an

appreciable simplification in the calculations, and in-

troduces a minor error when compared to the assump-

tions made in the derivation of Eq. (4).

For the sake of calculating the ScGr* dimensionless

group, the physicochemical properties of the solution

were taken as concentration-independent. This situation
is actually approached when the reacting ion is in the

presence of an excess of supporting electrolyte. The

density of the working solutions was determined picno-

metrically covering the range of temperature of our

experiments and the range of electrolyte concentration

resulting from the concentration changes produced by

the electrochemical reaction at the cathode. According

to Eqs. (2) and (3), the values of a and b were evaluated
taking into account that @r /@ci�/1.886�/10�4 g

mol�1, and @r /@T�/1.965�/10�4 g cm�3 8C�1, re-

spectively. Values of the diffusion coefficient of the

Fig. 3. Qc/Ic vs. t plot from potentiostatic current transients resulting

from different cathodic processes for Ta�/30 8C�/Tc. (k) Data from

aqueous equimolar 0.05 M potassium ferro/ferricyanide in 2 M sodium

hydroxide, 25 8C. (j) Data from silver electrodeposition as indicated

in Fig. 2a. The full trace corresponds to pure diffusion behaviour. The

inset corresponds to the expanded initial region of the plot.

Fig. 4. Rrms and Qc vs. t plot. Data obtained from sequential profiles

of the silver growing front. The operating conditions for silver

electrodeposition are the same indicated in Fig. 2b. The dashed line

was drawn as a visual guide for the range of constant Rrms.

Table 1

Values of dT for different X

X (cm) dT (cm)

0.010 0.053

0.025 0.067

0.150 0.104

0.300 0.124

0.500 0.141

1.00 0.168

5.00 0.251

L�L0�0.810; n�9.500�10�3 cm2 s�1; @r /@T�1.965�10-4 g

cm�3 8C�1 and DT�1 8C.
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reacting ion Di, the thermal conductivity k , the specific

heat capacity at constant pressure Cp, and the cinematic

viscosity n were taken from the literature [51]. These

values together with the values of r , a , Pr and Sc for
different T0 are assembled in Table 2. Values of Sh

calculated from the limiting cathodic current (IL) under

different experimental conditions are assembled in Table

3.

Results derived from both types of electrochemical

cells and systems were plotted as log Sh versus

log(ScGr*)1/4 (Fig. 5). Data from the electrodeposition

of copper on copper as test reaction, which have been
obtained earlier [24] with a cell of a similar geometry

and much larger size (X�/1, W�/1 and L�/4 cm), were

also included in this plot. The dotted line corresponds to

Eq. (4). The agreement of experimental data and

theoretical correlation is reasonably good and extends

over almost two orders of magnitude for the product

(ScGr*)1/4, i.e. covering the ranges �/105/DT ?5/�/

15 8C and 0.0255/X 5/1.0 cm. The average error of
all determinations referred to the theoretical slope is 9/

0.01 and in the log�/log plot the rms error is 0.07 and the

probable error is 9/0.04.

4. Discussion

4.1. General correlation applicable to available data

Experimental data confirms the validity of Eq. (4) for

vertical plate electrodes using three different test reac-

tions, two electrodeposition processes that are asso-

ciated with the formation of relatively rough surfaces,
and an electrochemical reaction in solution on a smooth

electrode surface. The validity of Eq. (4) is extended

over two orders of magnitude of the electrode height,

and almost three orders of magnitude in terms of

(ScGr*)1/4. It should be noted that for DT�/0 Eq. (4)

becomes the isothermal correlation for ionic mass

transfer under natural convection reported in the

literature several decades ago [25,52,53].

On the other hand, limiting current density (jL) data

plotted in terms of jL versus DT ? (Fig. 6) show that jL0/

0 when the value of DT ? is around the critical value

(DT ?)crit, i.e. the electrochemical system approaches

non-steady diffusion. For silver electrodeposition

(DT ?)crit$/3.5 8C. This behaviour, which is predicted

by Eq. (1), involves exact opposing values of buoyancy

Table 2

Values of k , Cp, r , n , a , Pr and Sc at different T0 foraqueous 0.024 M silver sulphate�0.5 M sulphuric acid

T0 (8C) k (J s cm�1 8C�1) Cp (J g�1 8C�1) r (g cm�3) 102n (cm2 s�1) 103 a Pr Sc

22.5 0.00578 4.1824 1.0207 0.9500 3.32 7.0 841

25 0.00582 4.1813 1.0202 0.8860 3.33 6.4 724

27.5 0.00586 4.1803 1.0198 0.8335 3.53 6.1 641

30 0.00590 4.1795 1.0192 0.7856 3.53 5.7 565

32.5 0.00594 4.1795 1.0187 0.7650 3.63 5.5 517

35 0.00598 4.1795 1.0183 0.7095 3.83 5.1 452

37.5 0.00602 4.1795 1.0178 0.6779 3.93 4.8 408

40 0.00606 4.1800 1.0173 0.6448 3.93 4.5 368

45 0.00614 4.1813 1.0163 0.5904 4.13 4.1 304

50 0.00622 4.1825 1.0153 0.5417 4.33 3.7 256

Table 3

Values of the average limiting current and experimental Sh for

different X , DT ? and Tc; W�1.4 cm

Tc (8C) DT ? (8C) X (cm) 104 IL (A) Sh

30.0 �6.8 0.025 2.7 3.0

30.0 �6.0 0.025 2.5 2.8

30.0 �2.5 0.025 2.7 3.0

30.0 0.0 0.025 3.1 3.4

30.0 2.5 0.025 2.1 2.3

30.0 5.1 0.025 2.2 2.4

30.0 7.5 0.025 2.9 3.2

30.0 8.2 0.025 3.2 3.6

30.0 9.4 0.025 3.0 3.4

30.0 11.6 0.025 2.7 3.0

30.0 15 0.025 3.4 3.7

35.0 0 0.025 2.7 2.7

35.0 �2.5 0.025 2.1 2.1

35.0 2.5 0.025 2.8 2.8

40.0 0.0 0.025 3.9 3.4

40.0 �2.5 0.025 3.4 3.0

30.0 3.3 0.15 10.8 5.6

30.0 6.5 0.15 18.5 9.6

30.0 8.5 0.15 15.0 7.8

30.0 0.0 0.30 28.9 15.0

30.0 6.5 0.30 35.8 18.5

30.0 8.5 0.30 34.8 18.0

45.5 9.3 1.00 95.0 52.6

47.0 8.5 1.00 73.0 37.8

43.0 6.5 1.00 73.0 37.8

45.5 7.8 1.00 93.5 48.4

45.0 2.5 1.00 97.5 40.1

40.0 0.0 1.00 96.5 39.7

40.0 �1.8 1.00 100.0 41.1

27.0 �2.3 1.00 97.0 53.7

0.0 �2.5 1.00 103.0 57.0

30.0 �4.0 1.00 120.0 62.2

40.0 �5.0 1.00 112.5 46.3
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forces that tend to produce the cancellation of free

convection. Otherwise, for either DT ?�/(DT ?)crit or

DT ?B/(DT ?)crit the system involves the opposite or co-

operating buoyancy forces. Thus, for silver and copper

electrodeposition processes under the conditions de-

scribed above, co-operating buoyancy forces contribute

to reinforce convection for T0B/Tc, whereas the reverse

situation appears for the ferricyanide ion electro-reduc-

tion undergoing in equimolar solutions containing an

excess of supporting electrolyte.

For t B/5s only, i.e. in the range of time in which the

development of free convection is still far from being

completed, the advance of the growing front, due to the

formation of a solid phase, modifies the rate of ionic

mass transfer. This effect is also enhanced when X 0/0,

as can be concluded from data reported in Section
3.1.2.2.

4.2. Review of results from previous work

The processing of data obtained from a vertical plate

electrode for the electrodeposition of copper on copper

electrodes under simultaneous heat and mass transfer,
plotted as log(Sh ) versus log(ScGrm)1/4, Grm being

Grashof number related to isothermal free convection

Fig. 5. Log Sh vs. log(ScGr *)1/4 plot. Data from different electro-

chemical reactions, cell dimensions and temperature gradients. Silver

electrodeposition from 0.024 M aqueous silver sulphate�/0.5 M

sulphuric acid: (�/) X�/0.025 cm, DE�/�/0.45 V; (k) X�/0.025

cm, DE�/�/0.475 V; (") X�/0.15 cm, DE�/�/0.40 V; (2) X�/0.3 cm,

DE�/�/0.40 V; and (�/) X�/1.0 cm, DE�/�/0.40 V. Silver electro-

deposition on silver from 0.024 M aqueous silver sulphate�/1.0 M

sulphuric acid: (�/) X�/0.025 cm, DE�/�/0.45 V. Ferri/ferrocyanide

electroreduction on nickel using equimolar 0.05 M aqueous potassium

ferro/ferricyanide in 2 M sodium hydroxide: (^) X�/0.10 cm, DE�/�/

0.40 V; Copper electrodeposition on copper from 0.005 M aqueous

copper sulphate�/1.5 M sulphuric acid from Ref. [23]: (I) X�/1.0 cm.

The straight line corresponds to Eq. (4). The Sh vs. (ScGr*)1/4 plot (b)

permits a clearer appreciation of data error.

Fig. 6. Dependence of jL on DT ?. Data from silver electrodeposition

on silver using 0.024 M aqueous silver sulphate�/0.5 (^) and 1.0 M

(�/) sulphuric acid. (j) Copper electrodeposition on copper from Ref.

[24]. The solid traces correspond to the behaviour predicted by Eq. (1).

Fig. 7. Log Sh vs. log(ScGrm)1/4 (j) and log Sh vs. log(ScGr*)1/4 (I)

plots. Non-isothermal data from Ref. [33]. Lower solid, middle dotted

and upper dashed straight lines correspond to Eqs. (5) and (4), and Eq.

(4) with data from Ref. [33], respectively.
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(Fig. 7), fulfill Eq. (5) [33]. A critical analysis of the

experimental set up used in there, indicates that addi-

tional effects appear to be involved in those experiments

as compared to experiments performed utilising cells like
those depicted in Fig. 1. The first effect is due to the fact

that the vertical plate consisted of a copper plate

electrode under temperature control and an inactive

part at a different temperature that has been estimated

empirically. Consequently, opposing buoyancy forces

result at the upper and lower cathode border/inert plate

edges. Unfortunately, for the cell design used in Ref.

[33], the evaluation of these opposing buoyancy forces,
which should contribute to the value of Gr*, is

unattainable. Nevertheless, from the effect of these

buoyancy forces, one would expect lower Sh than those

predicted by Eq. (4) for ScGr* constant. The second

effect emerges from the uncertainty in the origin of the

hydrodynamic and concentration boundary layers. One

way to account for the influence of this effect would be

by comparing data resulting from the definition of Grm

as given in Ref. [33] to that of Gr* from Eq. (4a). For

this purpose it is convenient to reorder the expression of

Grm in terms of a and b ,

Grm�(gX=n)(a�b(Sc=Pr)2) (12)

As shown in Fig. 7, for ScGr constant, Eq. (5) (lower

solid strait line) yields lower values of Sh than those

resulting from Eq. (4) (dotted straight line). On the other

hand, when our own data are recalculated using Eq. (12)
taking X�/1 cm, DT�/15 8C, c0�/0.05 M, n�/0.0176

cm2 s�1, Tc�/5 8C, a�/7.18�/10�3, b�/6.49�/10�3,

Sc�/5590 and Pr�/9.1, in all these cases, for constant

Sh , the values of Grm are approximately eight times

larger than those of Gr*, i.e. the log�/log plot resulting

for Eq. (4) is shifted by approximately �/0.23 unit in the

x -direction from that corresponding to Eq. (5). There-

fore, for constant (ScGr )1/4, Gr being either Gr* or Grm,
values of Sherwood calculated from IL measured in Ref.

[33], turn out to be greater than those expected from Eq.

(4) (upper dashed straight line), as one would expect

from the existence of a relaxation length [25] that is

actually included in the experimental device utilised in

Ref. [33].

Another set of results [34,35] has been obtained with

an electrochemical cell consisting of the gap between
two concentrically arranged nickel cylindrical electrodes

under temperature control each, using the potassium

ferro/ferricyanide system as test reaction. The correla-

tion of these data has been expressed by Eq. (7) derived

for a vertical plate electrode in a semi-infinite space,

covering laminar and turbulent regimes. Following the

procedure referred to above, data from Ref. [34,35] were

recalculated and plotted according to Eq. (4) as log Sh

versus log(ScGr*)1/4 (Fig. 8). This plot shows that for

each series of experiments, the values of Sh for DT 0/0

tend to remain constant, but for DT �/j0.5 8Cj, data

approach the prediction of Eq. (4) very closely. There-

fore, the largest portion of data involving a significant

contribution of the thermal gradient to convection fulfils
Eq. (4) reasonably well.

5. Conclusions

. The dimensionless correlation (Eq. (4)) for ionic mass

transfer controlled electrochemical reactions on ver-

tical plate electrodes under steady non-isothermal
conditions was extended to cover temperatures above

and below the mean temperature of the solution (�/

105/DT ?5/15 8C), and cathode height in the range

0.0255/X 5/1 cm. This correlation has been derived

by solving the momentum, mass and energy transfer

equation assuming that the streaming function was

the algebraic sum of the streaming functions for heat

and mass transfer.
. The validity of the dimensionless correlation makes it

possible to evaluate the free convection contribution

for quasi-bidimensional rectangular electrochemical

cells with parallel plate electrode arrangements with

heights in the order of a tenth of mm. This is an

interesting issue in dealing with the influence of mass

transfer phenomena on the mechanism of solid

pattern formation at the meso-scale.
. The extension of the dimensionless correlation (4) to

more than two orders of magnitude in log(ScGr*)1/4

renders the possibility of comparing it to other

Fig. 8. Log Sh vs. log(ScGr *)1/4 plot using non-isothermal data from

Ref. [35] for the ferri/ferrocyanide electro reduction reaction on nickel

from aqueous equimolar�/M potassium ferro/ferricyanide in 0.5 M

potassium hydroxide. (j) x�/0.01, X�/5 cm; (\) x�/0.01, X�/2 cm;

(�/) x�/0.03, X�/5 cm; (") x�/0.06, X�/2 cm; (') x�/0.06, X�/5

cm; (k) x�/0.06, X�/5 cm; (�/) x�/0.06, X�/10 cm; (�/) x�/0.06,

X�/10 cm. Dotted line corresponds to Eq. (4). Deviations occur when

the temperature gradient is smaller than 0.5 8C.
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correlations that have been proposed for the same

type of processes at vertical plate electrodes and to

envisage differences between the theoretical assump-

tions made in their derivation and the experimental
approach to test them.
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